
the lightbulb you can hold



muscar is a decorative lightbulb made to be held.
It is the first ever bulb that can be experienced for

 its warmth and feel as well as its lighting. 
The coating on muscar’s surface is transluscent and

heat resistant, so it allows for the light to go through 
while transmiting the bulb’s heat in a different way.
So muscar can be left on a soft surface such as a
cushion, a blanket or the sofa, without damaging
them. And is can sit on your lap, while you read.
Muscar is a low energy consumption bulb with a

10year life span. 



PRICE £48   €65     472   ¥480 
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20w[>86w]
10 years 10.000h
220-240 V
Warm White
No Dimable
 
E27 G120
182mm x 120.5mm

1140 Lm
2700 K  warm
on/off < 30000 
Lm60% < 100 s
 
1.5mg < Hg < 2.0mg

MATERIALS:  fluorescen bulb, flock coated with 
polyamide microfibre  COLOURS: black and white 

muscar fluffy lightbulb
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20w[>86w]
10 years 10.000h
220-240 V
Warm White
No Dimable
 
E27 G120
182mm x 120.5mm

1140 Lm
2700 K  warm
on/off < 30000 
Lm60% < 100 s
 
1.5mg < Hg < 2.0mg

PRICE £48   €65     472   ¥480 

MATERIALS:  fluorescen bulb, flock coated with 
polyamide microfibre  COLOURS: black and white 

muscar fluffy lightbulb
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20w[>86w]
10 years 10.000h
220-240 V
Warm White
No Dimable
 
E27 G120
182mm x 120.5mm

1140 Lm
2700 K  warm
on/off < 30000 
Lm60% < 100 s
 
1.5mg < Hg < 2.0mg

PRICE £88  €125     865   ¥880

MATERIALS: fluorescen bulb, flock coated
with polyamide microfibre  COLOURS: black,
grey, yellow, orange, pink, purple, blue, green,
total black (with black bulb)  

muscar fluffy light

A fluffy bulb with a velvety lead, fluffy light 
comes with a switch and a plug so that you
can keep near at all times. Put it on a table,
your library, leave it on your bed or place on 
your lap while you read. 

Comes with EU or UK plug, in line switch 
and a fluffy bulb. Lead length 2m. Cable 
and all components are flock coated with 
polyamide microfibre for a velvet-like feel. 
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20w[>86w]
10 years 10.000h
220-240 V
Warm White
No Dimable
 
E27 G120
182mm x 120.5mm

1140 Lm
2700 K  warm
on/off < 30000 
Lm60% < 100 s
 
1.5mg < Hg < 2.0mg

PRICE £82  €115    804   ¥820

MATERIALS: fluorescen bulb, flock coated
with polyamide microfibre  COLOURS: black,
grey, yellow, orange, pink, purple, blue, green,
total black (with black bulb)  

muscar fluffy pendant

A fluffy bulb with a velvety lead, this fluffy 
pendant comes with a 2m lead and a ceiling 
rose so that you can hang from the ceiling. 
Use it as a reading light, or combine lots for 
a stanning centerpiece. Use the black bulb 
for a dimmed lighting effect. 

Box includes a cord, ceiling rose and bulb. 
Lead length 2m. Cable and all components 
are flock coated with polyamide microfibre 
for a velvet-like feel. 
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